The paper presents a novel method for evaluating the different natural processes. The method is based on the chaos game technique, and evaluation of the results is based on the measurements of the fractal dimension of the obtained Sierpinski triangles. Pathways of the natural rivers channels case study has been used for the demonstration of the methodology, despite the method can be applied to many natural phenomena. Authors would like to encourage others to make similar analysis, because more case studies are needed to draw more solid conclusions.
Introduction
Fractal properties of many natural systems are known and thoroughly described. Among them, river networks and channels were first natural objects analysed by using fractal methods, and some well-known laws has been discovered, such as bifurcation and stream-length order or power law of length and basin area. In this study a different and novel approach is used. The question addressed was: can the topological 2-D properties of natural objects, like coastal lines, river channels pathways, mountain top ridges etc. be described by equations or are they mainly influenced by random or, even better by pseudorandom 1 processes? In the presented case, the river channel pathways have been chosen as a case study of the used methodology.
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Methods
The methodology is based on the chaos game technique. If played with a sufficiently long sequence, created by a random process like throwing a perfect dice, than this technique generates a complete Sierpinski triangle. The theory goes further -any sequence, obtained by a non-random process (chaotic, periodic or similar sequences) produces an incomplete triangle [1] . The question addressed in this study was, what happens if the chaos game is played with the sequences, obtained from the natural systems. In this case the sequences describing the pathways of river channels have been used as an example. Prior to that, the sequences had to be generated first. For the demonstration, the four large rivers have been chosen: Amazon, Mississippi, Danube and Sava River. The procedure begins with (a) digitalization of the river channel in Euclidean space with Autodesk AutoCAD application. (b) On the obtained course line, n numbers of points P i ; i=1..n has been superimposed, dividing the line into n-1 equally long segments. , then the value of the element i of the sequence Seq* was set to 1, if it fell between P 33 and P
66
, it was set to 2 and if was greater than the value of P 66 then it has been assigned with a value of 3. The procedure (d) continues with playing the chaos game with the sequence Seq*, with the initial point set at the origin of the coordinate system. Finally, as a quantitative measure of the obtained result, (e) the fractal dimension of the generated image, based on the box-counting method, has been calculated. The mathematical calculations and specially-written computer programs have been firstly tested on different mathematical sequences to evaluate and detect possible errors of the used method. Tested sequences were: digits of constants  and e and internal rand() function of MS Excel application. All three of them produced almost complete triangle and measured fractal dimension of the triangle was different not more than 2% of the expected theoretical value. The methodology was thus recognized to be correct and satisfactory.
Chaos game technique as a tool for the analysis of natural geomorphological features
The aforementioned methodology was applied to 4 large rivers: Amazon, Mississippi, Danube and Sava with values of n = 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000, 16000 and 32000. To make a comparison of the natural river pathways with the mathematical curves, which try to simulate them, the same methodology was then applied to them. Curves were named as sinus (simple sine wave), supersin (superposition of 4 sine waves with different wavelengths and amplitudes) and complex (superposition of 4 waves with alteration of amplitudes and wavelengths -curve with the most similar appearance as the natural rivers, used in this study). Moreover, two types of very small amount of noise have been introduced to the complex function, producing two additional functions. The first function, named external was generated as the addition of noise to the complex function (external(x)=complex(x)+noise) has been introduced. Second function, named internal, noise was introduced to the variable (internal(x)=complex(x+noise)). Upper images were generated with the sequences obtained from natural rivers and lower triangles with the sequences, obtained from different superposition of sinus waves. A more detailed description of functions can be found in the text.  represents a triangle obtained by playing a chaos game technique using decimals of  number. Number beside the name of the function represents the number of points used. Pixels in the upper row are artificially enhanced by factor 4, and pixels in the lower row (except for the  case) by a factor 8 to increase visibility on hardcopy.
Results
Images of the obtained Sierpinski triangles at the selected number of segments, where biggest fractal dimension has been found, are presented on Figure 1 . Chaos game has been played with sequences, representing four natural rivers, aforementioned mathematical functions and the number  (test sequence). Figure 2 shows how the fractal dimension of the obtained triangle varies in relation to the number of segments used. Due to the fact that 1000 or 2000 points are not enough to construct a complete triangle using imaging resolution of 1024x1024 pixels (as in our study), all values from Figure 2 have been corrected. Correction was made on the basis of the measurement of the dimension of the Sierpinski triangle, obtained with the same procedure as the analysis of the rivers. The only difference is that a random sequence was used to play the chaos game. The correction factor was then calculated with the formula r=t/D, where r = correction factor, t = mathematical dimension of the complete Sierpinski triangle (log(3)/log(2)=1.585), D = dimension of the obtained triangle using methodology described in chapter 2. Results are shown in the Table 1 . Figure  3 shows the values from Figure 2 , which are corrected by the correction factors from Table 1 . With this procedure the limitations of the methodogy used in our study are bypassed.
Chaos game technique as a tool for the analysis of natural geomorphological features Figure 3: Corrected fractal dimensions of the natural rivers and generated curves for all rivers and artificial functions.
Discussion
One of the findings of the study is that natural rivers can be most accurately described by a complex superposition of sinus waves as the shape of the curve from Figure 2 of complex function corresponds best to the natural rivers, despite they exhibits higher degree of randomness in their pathways. Noise introduction, neither internal not external, does not completely solve this problem. When comparing the rivers, Danube River exhibits the highest degree of randomness in its main channel pathway, and Sava River the smallest. Rivers with smaller gradients, like Danube or Mississippi, have a higher degree of randomness in their pathways than those with larger gradient [2] .
The results in Figure 3 suggest that the rivers, observed on the larger scale, behave as almost completely random, because the dimensions of the Sierpinski triangles are very close to the theoretical ones. But when "zooming in" or, in other words, observing the river pathway with a higher precision, the influence of the random factors decreases (there is a decrease of the obtained dimension D) and a more predictable behaviour is observed (meanders). So the following conclusion can be made; that the regional geological and tectonical conditions are the "random" driving force in the behaviour of the river course, while meanders, despite being chaotic in their nature (sensitive to the initial conditions), are much more predictable and can be better described with mathematical equations or simulations.
However the major aim of the study was not only to discuss the results of the river behaviour, but also to present a methodology and to encourage others to try similar research on any natural phenomenon which can be described with three different classes which fits as input for the chaos game technique. The problem is, that despite as much of the whole process of the analysis has been automated (up to the authors' skills and possibilities), it is still a long-lasting and time-consuming. And more analyses, based on this method, are needed to be able to successfully draw any further conclusions.
Remark
The methodology, results and the discussion, along with the references, has been thoroughly described in the article entitled "Quantitative analysis of randomness exhibited by river channels using chaos game technique: Mississippi, Amazon, Sava and Danube case studies" [2] , This contribution has been also presented on the conference Chaos 2010 (01-04 June 2010, Chania, Greece). Despite the fact that some new outcomes are
Chaos game technique as a tool for the analysis of natural geomorphological features presented in this paper, the readers are kindly requested to refer to the original paper [2] .
